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Student Book: Specific listening and word
skills lessons, to help develop well-rounded,
confident communicators. Student Book:
Additional resources, including exam skills
trainer sections and extra speaking practice
help consolidate what students have covered
in the lessons. Student Book: Exam skills
trainer sections prepare students for typical
school-leaving/Cambridge tasks, and provide
them with the language, strategies, and exam
skills they need to achievesuccess. Student
Book: Culture Bank includes 9 ready-to-use
culture lessons linked to the topic and
language of the main units, providing extra
reading and listening practice. Online
Practice: A particular focus on more in-depth
practice of grammar, vocabulary, reading,
writing, listening, and speakingskills. Online
Practice: Media-rich content (vox pops, vlogs,
grammar animations) with interesting and
engaging topics and texts. Online Practice:
Automatic marking with instant feedback, and
progress tracked in the gradebook to save
time. Online Practice: Content aligned to the
CEFR and the Solutions syllabus which
complements and extends the contents of the
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book.
Clear structure, closely mirroring the
Student's Book content New listening tasks
per unit, with all audio contained on the CD
Lots of exam practice throughout the pages
and in the Get Ready for your Exam sections
Plenty of revision, reviews for each pair of
units, and a self-check page (and answers
provided) at the end of every unit
Pre-intermediate : Workbook with Gratis
MultiROM : Kurs Przygotowujący Do Matury
Pre-intermediate : Workbook
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: Workbook
English File Intermediate Student's Book
Matura Solutions
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level
English course for teenagers, with a clear
structure, supported approach to speaking,
practice, and exam preparation still at
its heart. Solutions has been thoroughly
modernized with 80% new content to draw in
students, embed the grammar and vocabulary
presented, and engage them in the tasks.
Its guided approach builds up every
student's confidence, through step-by-step
objectives, lots of practice, meaningful
personalization activities, and exam
preparation tasks. The course now embraces
a wide range of teaching methods,
furnishing the teacher with a flexible
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pick-and-choose package for use in the
classroom, at home, and on the move. The
digital elements of the course enliven the
material and allow teachers to vary the
pace and focus of their lessons. Solutions
turns all students into active learners,
by offering a rich variety of learning
opportunities for a whole range of
abilities through extension and revision
activitiesin all components - giving
everyone a sense of achievement whatever
their level. The Solutions Second Edition
DVD-ROM material and worksheets bring the
language to life by taking it out of the
classroom and into authentic settings
A split edition of Oxford's best-selling
secondary course developed for language
schools teaching teen learners in the UK
and Ireland. Solutions offers a tried and
trusted methodology alongside fresh and
diverse material that will spark your
students' interest and drive them to
succeed.
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: Workbook with
Dutch Wordlist
Solutions 3e Upper-Intermediate Workbook
Pack Component
Solutions. Upper Intermediate. Student's
Book-Workbook. Con CD Audio. Per Le Scuole
Superiori
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: iTools
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Upper-intermediate. Teacher's book
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English
course for teenagers, with a clear structure,
supported approach to speaking, practice, and
exam preparation still at its heart.Solutions has
been thoroughly modernized with 80% new
content to draw in students, embed the grammar
and vocabulary presented, and engage them in
the tasks. Its guided approach builds up every
student's confidence, through step-by-step
objectives, lots of practice, meaningful
personalizationactivities, and exam preparation
tasks.The course now embraces a wide range of
teaching methods, furnishing the teacher with a
flexible pick-and-choose package for use in the
classroom, at home, and on the move. The digital
elements of the course enliven the material and
allow teachers to vary the pace and focus of their
lessons.Solutions turns all students into active
learners, by offering a rich variety of learning
opportunities for a whole range of abilities
through extension and revision activities in all
components - giving everyone a sense of
achievement whatever their level.The Solutions
2nd Edition Workbook supports the Student's
Book content with plenty of extra practice and
revision.
For ease of use and practicality Straightforward
Second Edition is structured to provide one lesson
per double-page spread (A/B/C/D), lasting around
90 minutes. All lessons are interlinked to promote
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better and more memorable learning, but there is
the flexibility to pick out certain key sections to
focus on certain language points.
International Express Upper Intermediate
Solutions. Upper-intermediate pack. Student's
book-Workbook. Con CD Audio. Per le Scuole
superiori
Navigate Coursebook
Solutions. Upper-intermediate. Workbook. Dutch
Companion Pack
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: Student Book
Lesson-per-page structure which is easy to use
and saves valuable preparation time Teeninterest topics and personalized activities appeal
to young learners Every lesson has an outcome: 'I
CAN' statements at the top of each page build
confidence by showing students what they will
progressively achieve Speaking is integrated into
all lessons to give students constant
opportunities to speak Students get masses of
practice from the Student's Book, Workbook,
MultiROM, photocopiables, and the Student's
website Build your students' confidence and
improve their exam grades through an exam page
at the end of every unit, and an interactive
practice test on oxfordenglishtesting.com
This is a five-level general English course for
14-19 year-olds.
Solutions. Advanced
Solutions 3e Pre-Intermediate Students Book
Pack Component
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English File 3e Upper-intermediate Workbook
with Key
Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Student's Book B
Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Workbook with
Dutch Wordlist
With 100% new content, the third edition of Oxford's bestselling secondary course offers the tried and trusted
Solutions methodology alongside fresh and diverse
material that will spark your students' interest and drive
them to succeed.Oxford University Press's best-selling
course for teenagers is now available in a third edition,
providing new and exciting content that is delivered
using the successful methodology of the previous
editions.The third edition offers a brand new
comprehensive listening syllabus as well as word skills
lessons, allowing students to master key listening sub
skills, expand their vocabulary, and become confident
communicators.Solutions turns all students into active
learners, by offering a rich variety of learning
opportunities for a whole range of abilities through
extension and revision activities in all components giving everyone a sense of achievement whatever their
level.
Two sisters struggle to come to terms with their mother's
illness and it's effect on their lives.
Solutions 3e Pre-Intermediate Work Book Pack
Component
Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Workbook
New English File
Pre-Intermediate Oxford Learn Pack
Upper-intermediate : Workbook [with Gratis MultiROM]
Further lesson-by-lesson practice of the
material taught in class More listening
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practice, with the audio available to
download from the Student's Website Vocab
Boost! provides vocabulary learning tips and
activities to support students and encourage
autonomous learning Unit Reviews to develop
students' awareness of their progress Selfevaluation 'Self-checks' with 'I can ...'
statements at the end of every Unit Review to
promote conscious learner development
ExamSkills Trainers to practise and prepare
for exams including practise of exam
techniques and tasks NEW Cumulative Reviews
consolidate learning as students progress
through the level Use of English practice in
all Unit Reviews and Cumulative Reviews
Irregular verbs list for reference Writing
Bank to helpstudents write the text types
they will meet in their exam, for example, an
informal letter, an email, a blog post, or an
opinion essay. For each text type, there is a
model answer with tips on structure and
content Functions Bank brings together all
the key functional language from each unit
With 100% new content, the third edition of
Oxford's best-selling secondary course offers
the tried and trusted Solutions methodology
alongside fresh and diverse material that
will spark your students' interest and drive
them to succeed.Oxford University Press's
best-selling course for teenagers is now
available in a third edition, providing new
and exciting content that is delivered using
the successful methodology of the previous
editions.The third edition offers a brand new
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comprehensive listening syllabus as well as
word skills lessons, allowing students to
master key listening sub skills, expand their
vocabulary, and become confident
communicators. Solutions turns all students
into active learners, by offering a rich
variety of learning opportunities for a whole
range of abilities through extension and
revision activities in all components giving everyone a sense of achievement
whatever their level.
With Video and Oxford Online Skills. B2 upperintermediate
Solutions Intermediate
Straightforward. B2 Upper Intermediate :
Student's book
Pre-Intermediate Workbook with Dutch Wordlist
Solutions 3e Elementary Workbook

Test and Assessment CD-ROM Full teaching notes
Photocopiable Grammar, Communicative,
Vocabulary, and Song activities Photocopiable
Revision activities Extra Support, Extra Challenge,
and Extra Ideas for every lesson
Information-rich topics and texts immerse adult
learners in themes and issues from around the world
so that English is more relevant.
Maturita Solutions
Solutions Pre-Intermediate: Teacher's Book
Solutions - Elementary
Upper-intermediate Workbook
Student's Book
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Page-on-screen format with all course content
integrated (Student's Book and Workbook pages
with pop-up answer keys, audio and video)
Extra interactive exercise or video clip and
worksheet for every lesson (including
documentary-style clips, vox-pops and
functional dialogue recordings) Links to
Grammar Reference pages, functions bank and
writing bank pages at the back of the
Student's Book and Workbook Built-in teaching
tools, such as zoom, draw and highlight, and
space to make notes and create personalized
material
Nine units per student book, each with eight
lessons A broad range of lesson types
focusing on key skills, including vocabulary,
grammar, reading, speaking, and writing, all
with 100% new content NEW listening and word
skills lessons help develop confident
communicators Exam skills trainer sections
prepare students for typical schoolleaving/Cambridge tasks, and provide them
with the language, strategies, and exam
skills they need to achieve success Extra
speakingtask sections provide additional
opportunities for speaking practice Grammar
builder pages with each unit provide extra
practice exercises for students who need
additional support Grammar reference pages
allow learners to check grammar rules
Vocabulary builder with each unit allows
students to learnand practice new vocabulary
Culture Bank includes 9 ready-to-use culture
lessons linked to the topic and language of
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the main units, providing extra reading and
listening practice
Solutions Elementary: Workbook
Upper-Intermediate Workbook with Dutch
Wordlist
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: Oxford Learn
Pack
Solutions. Pre-intermediate. Student's BookWorkbook. Con CD Audio. Per Le Scuole
Superiori
Solutions Upper-Intermediate: Workbook
The Solutions Second Edition Online Workbook contains 100% the
same content as the print workbook with automatic marking and
instant learning support features. It supports the Student's Book
content with plenty of extra practice, revision, and a huge number
of interactive listeningactivities.
The Workbook offers plenty of extra practice, revision, and reviews.
Mirroring the Student's Book content, with the same clear structure,
it provides extra reading and writing practice opportunities for both
weaker and stronger students. The Writing Bank at the back of the
book gives a quick guide to text types, with model structures and key
language as well as exam strategies, plus a Functions Bank for
functional phrases for speaking and writing. There is plenty of exam
practice in the Get Ready for your Exam sections and these, along
with the Self-Check pages after each unit and the review sections at
the back of the books, allow students and their teachers to keep
track of their progress as they work towards their exams.The
accompanying Audio CD offers students a huge amount of listening
practice. There are audio recordings for tasks in every lesson (not
only for the Vocabulary & Listening lessons).
Forget to Remember Level 5 Upper-intermediate
Solutions Pre-Intermediate: Workbook
Solutions Gold
Upper-Intermediate Workbook
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Solutions, Pre-Intermediate - Tests

"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A
new edition of the best-selling English File - the best
way to get your students talking.A blend of
completely new lessons, updated texts and activities,
together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of some
favourite lessons from New English File - English
File third edition provides the right mix of language,
motivation, and opportunity to get students
talking.English File third edition offers more support
for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides
over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time,
plus extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation
Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's
Book and Workbook, on-screen andinteractive.
The Solutions 2nd Edition Workbook supports the
Student's Book content with plenty of extra practice
and revision.
Solutions 3e Upper-Intermediate Pack Component
Solutions: Intermediate: Student Book
Pre-Intermediate Workbook
Solutions: Pre-Intermediate: Workbook and Audio
CD Pack
Solutions
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